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Abstract: In the latest (fifth) edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013), Internet Gaming
Disorder (IGD) was included in Section 3 (‘Emerging Measures and Models’) as a promising
area that needed future research before being formally included in the DSM. This paper
provides a brief overview of IGD and its treatment. There are now over 20 different screens
for assessing problematic gaming although very few studies have used nationally
representative samples. The prevalence rates in these studies have ranged from 1.2% to
8.5% depending upon country and screening instrument used. Although IGD is not yet an
officially recognized disorder, there have been a number of treatment studies although
many of these do not distinguish between Internet Use Disorder and IGD. In terms of
psychological treatments for IGD, cognitive-behavioural therapy appears to be the most
widely used. It is concluded that standardized and comprehensive methods of diagnosis
are at present lacking, and that further research into IGD is needed from clinical,
epidemiological, and neurobiological aspects of IGD.
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Internet Gaming Disorder: Background
Research into online addictions has grown considerably over the last two decades (Kuss,
Griffiths, Karila & Billieux, 2014), and much of it has concentrated on problematic gaming. In the
latest (fifth) edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; American
Psychiatric Association, 2013), Internet gaming disorder (IGD) (also commonly referred in the
literature as problematic gaming and gaming addiction) was included in Section 3 (‘Emerging
Measures and Models’) as a promising area that needed future research before being formally
included in the DSM.
The DSM-5 proposed nine criteria for IGD (of which five or more need to be endorsed over a
period of 12 months and result in clinically significant impairment to be diagnosed as experiencing
IGD). More specifically the criteria include (1) preoccupation with games; (2) withdrawal symptoms
when gaming is taken away; (3) the need to spend increasing amounts of time engaged in gaming, (4)
unsuccessful attempts to control participation in gaming; (5) loss of interest in hobbies and
entertainment as a result of, and with the exception of, gaming; (6) continued excessive use of
games despite knowledge of psychosocial problems; (7) deception of family members, therapists, or
others regarding the amount of gaming; (8) use of gaming to escape or relieve a negative mood; and
(9) loss of a significant relationship, job, or educational or career opportunity because of
participation in games.
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Prevalence of internet gaming disorder.
There is no agreement on the prevalence of IGD as the vast majority of studies have used
self-selected samples (King, Haagsma, Delfabbro, Gradisar, & Griffiths, 2013; Pontes & Griffiths,
2015a). A review of problematic gaming prevalence studies by Griffiths, Király, Pontes, and
Demetrovics (2015) reported a large variation in the prevalence rates (from 0.2% up to 34%; 5%
among Australian students [Thomas & Martin, 2010]). However, the authors noted that there were
many factors that could have accounted for the wide variation in prevalence rates, including the type
of gaming examined (i.e., some studies just examined online gaming, whereas others examined
console gaming or a mixture of both), sample size, participants’ age range, participant type (i.e.,
some surveyed the general population while others assessed gamers only), and instruments used to
assess gaming.
There have been a handful of studies that have reported the prevalence of IGD using
nationally representative samples. The prevalence rates reported were 8.5% of American youth aged
8–18 years (Gentile, 2009), 1.2% of German adolescents aged 13-18 years (Rehbein, Kliem, Baier,
Mößle, & Petry, 2015), 5.5% among Dutch adolescents aged 13-20, and 5.4% among Dutch adults
(Lemmens, Valkenburg & Gentile, 2015), 4.3% of Hungarian adolescents aged 15-16 years (Király,
Griffiths, Urbán et al., 2014), 1.4% of Norwegian gamers (Wittek, et al., 2015), and 1.6% of European
youth from seven countries aged 14-17 years (Müller, et al., 2015).
There are now over 20 different screening instruments including a number of new ones
specifically incorporating the IGD criteria (e.g., Király, Sleczka, et al., 2016; Lemmens, et al., 2015;
Pontes & Griffiths, 2015b; van Rooij, Schoenmakers & van de Mheen, 2015). A comprehensive review
by King et al. (2013) examined the criteria of 18 problematic gaming screens. The 18 screens had
been utilized in 63 quantitative studies (N=58,415 participants). The main weaknesses identified
were (i) inconsistency of core addiction indicators across studies, (ii) a general lack of any temporal
dimension, (iii) inconsistent cutoff scores relating to clinical status, (iv) poor and/or inadequate interrater reliability and predictive validity, and (v) inconsistent and/or untested dimensionality. King et al.
(2013) also questioned the appropriateness of certain screens for certain settings, because those
used in clinical practice may require a different emphasis than those used in epidemiological,
experimental, or neurobiological research settings (King et al., 2013; Koronczai et al., 2011;).
Research into IGD is needed from clinical, epidemiological, and neurobiological aspects of
IGD. There has been an increasing number of neurobiological studies on IGD. A recent meta-analysis
(Meng, Deng, Wang, Guo, & Li, 2014) of 10 neuroimaging studies investigated the functional brain
response to cognitive tasks from IGD, using quantitative effect size signed differential mapping metaanalytic methods. The meta-analysis found reliable clusters of abnormal activation in IGD within the
regions comprising the bilateral medial frontal gyrus/cingulate gyrus, the left middle temporal gyrus
and fusiform gyrus as compared to healthy controls. Moreover, Meng and colleagues (2014) also
found that greater amounts of time spent per week playing was associated with hyper-activity in the
left medial frontal gyrus and the right cingulate gyrus. However, one of the major limitations of this
meta-analysis, was that 90% of the studies reviewed were conducted in Asian countries or regions,
which might be problematic since prevalence rates of IGD in these populations are usually inflated,
compared to prevalence rates reported in Western countries (Pontes & Griffiths, 2015a).
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Aetiology of Internet Gaming Disorder
Over the last decade, a number of studies have investigated the association between IGD
(and its derivatives) and various personality and comorbidity factors. A recent review by Griffiths et
al. (2015) summarised the research examining the relationship between personality traits and IGD.
Empirical studies have shown IGD to be associated with (i) neuroticism, (ii) aggression and hostility,
(iii) avoidant and schizoid tendencies, loneliness and introversion, (iv) social inhibition, (v) boredom
inclination, (vi) sensation-seeking, (vii) diminished agreeableness, (viii) diminished self-control and
narcissistic personality traits, (ix) low self-esteem, (x) state and trait anxiety, and (xi) low emotional
intelligence. However, Griffiths and colleagues (2015) noted that it was difficult to assess the
aetiological significance of such associations because these personality factors are not unique to
problematic gaming. The same review also reported that IGD had been associated with various
comorbid disorders, including (i) attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, (ii) symptoms of generalized
anxiety disorder, panic disorder, depression and social phobia, as well as (iii) various psychosomatic
symptoms (Griffiths et al., 2015).

Internet Gaming Disorder versus Internet Addiction
Before IGD appeared in Section 3 of the DSM-5, there was debate about whether Internet
addiction (IA) or its derivatives (e.g., Internet use disorder, Internet addiction disorder) should have
also been included as a separate disorder (Block, 2008; Christakis, 2010; Griffiths, King, &
Demetrovics, 2014; Petry & O’Brien, 2013; Pies, 2009). This mirrored debates among scholars, as to
whether excessive problematic Internet use can be considered a genuine addiction. Some scholars
differentiate between generalised IA (i.e., the totality of all online activities) and specific addictions
on the Internet, such as Internet gambling, Internet gaming and Internet sex (Davis, 2001; Griffiths,
2000; Griffiths & Pontes, 2014; Griffiths & Szabo, 2014; Pontes & Patrão, 2014; Pontes, Szabo &
Griffiths, 2015). Since the late 1990s, Griffiths (1999, 2000) has constantly argued that there is a
fundamental difference between addictions on the Internet, and addictions to the Internet. Griffiths
argued that the overwhelming majority of individuals that were allegedly addicted to the Internet
were not Internet addicts, but were individuals that used the medium of the Internet as a vehicle for
other addictions. More specifically, he argued that Internet gaming addicts were not Internet addicts
but were gaming addicts using the convenience and ubiquity of the Internet to play video games
(Griffiths, 2000).
A recent empirical survey, using a nationally representative population of adolescents,
clearly showed that IA and Internet gaming addiction are not the same. More specifically, Király et al.
(2014) examined the interrelationship and the overlap between IA and IGD in terms of (amongst
other variables) gender, and time spent using the Internet and/or online gaming, and preferred
online activities. They collected their data from a nationally representative sample of over 2,000
adolescents. They found that IGD was much more strongly associated with being male, and that IA
was positively associated with online chatting, online gaming, and social networking, while IGD was
only associated with online gaming. Similar to previous studies (Griffiths & Pontes, 2014; Montag, et
al., 2014; Rehbein & Mößle, 2013), the authors argued that IGD was a conceptually different
behaviour than IA and that their data supported the notion that IA and IGD are separate nosological
entities.
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Treatment of Internet Gaming Disorder
Although IGD is not yet an officially recognised disorder, there have been a number of
treatment studies published recently (Graham Jr., 2014; Han, Kim & Renshaw, 2015; Jiménez-Murcia,
et al., 2015; Pallesen, Lorvik, & Molde, 2015; Poddar, Sayeed & Mitra, 2015; Sachdeva & Verma,
2015; Torres-Rodríguez & Carbonell, 2015). However, many of the treatment studies do not
distinguish between Internet use disorder (IUD; sometimes referred to as IA) and IGD. For instance, a
recent meta-analysis by Winkler and colleagues (2013) evaluated the short-term and long-term
efficacy of both pharmacological and psychological treatments for IUD in 16 studies (N=670 patients)
that also included treatment of IGD. The authors concluded that both types of treatment were
effective in treating and reducing symptoms of IUD, time spent online, anxiety, and depression. For
psychological treatments, the short-term efficacy was reported as large and robust (and maintained
over follow-up).
Przepiórka, Blachnio, Miziak, and Czuczwar (2014) recommended that clinicians should
combine both cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) and pharmacological treatments including opioid
receptor antagonists (e.g., naltrexone combined with sertraline), antidepressants (e.g., escitalopram,
bupropion), antipsychotics (e.g., olanzapine, quetiapine) and psychostimulants (e.g.,
methylphenidate). On the other hand, recent reviews have suggested that multi-modal treatments
were most effective in combatting online addictions (Pontes, Kuss & Griffiths, 2015).
In terms of psychological treatments for IGD, CBT therapy appears to be the most widely
used. A number of review papers have noted that this model has been used to treat IGD (King,
Delfabbro, Griffiths & Gradisar, 2011; Pontes, et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 2013). The first stage of
treatment is typically focused on the behavioural aspects of the gaming addict, so that at subsequent
stages the focus of treatment is gradually shifted towards the development of positive cognitive
assumptions. During therapy, gaming addicts identify false beliefs and learn how to modify them into
more adaptive ones. Additionally, the cognitive-behavioural approach also advocates that the addict
should monitor their thoughts in order to identify affective and situational triggers associated with
their addictive gaming behaviour.
In addition to this, a recent systematic review of clinical research included 46 studies with
clinical samples (Kuss & Lopez-Fernandez, 2016). Studies were selected based on the following
inclusion criteria. Studies had to (i) contain quantitative empirical data; (ii) have been published after
2000; (iii) include clinical samples and/or clinical interventions for Internet and/or gaming addiction;
(iv) provide a full text paper (rather than a conference abstract); and (v) be published in English,
German, Polish, Spanish, Portuguese, or French as the authors spoke these languages. The included
studies used clinical samples, and outlined characteristics of individuals seeking treatment and the
different treatment approaches used. Four main types of clinical research studies were identified,
namely research involving (i) treatment seeker characteristics; (ii) psychopharmacotherapy; (iii)
psychological therapy; and (iv) combined treatment. Regarding the treatment, both psychological as
well as psychopharmacological treatments appear efficacious in treating Internet and gaming
addiction. Psychopharmacological treatment often included prescribing selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs), such as escitalopram, anxiolytics, often used to treat anxiety disorders, including
obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), stimulants often used for attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), and atypical antipsychotics often administered for schizophrenia spectrum
disorders (such as psychosis and schizotypal personality disorder). Overall, the studies using
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psychopharmacological therapy to treat Internet and gaming addiction lead to decreasing Internet
addiction symptoms and the time spent on the Internet and gaming. Antidepressants were used
most often, indicating that mood disorders have a relatively high comorbidity with Internet and
gaming addiction. In addition to this, Kuss and Lopez-Fernandez (2016) suggested that if other
(primary or secondary) disorders are comorbid conditions (such as OCD and ADHD), pharmaceutical
medication often used for these conditions may be useful in decreasing problems associated with
Internet addiction.
Furthermore, Kuss and Lopez-Fernandez (2016) reported that ten studies used individual and
group therapy in order to treat Internet and gaming addiction and associated symptoms. Based on
their analysis, CBT was the type of psychological therapy most often used to treat Internet and
gaming addiction. Often CBT included eighty to twenty-eight sessions that had the following
elements: psychoeducation, problem identification, teaching healthy communication, increasing
Internet awareness, and teaching cessation techniques. Moreover, a comparable short-term
treatment for Internet and videogame addiction was applied, as well as group therapy, including
systemic therapy with parents/teachers/peer support and/or multilevel interventions, that
incorporated motivational interviewing, often used to treat substance-related addictions.
In their review, Kuss and Lopez-Fernandez (2016) identified six studies that combined
psychological treatment (primarily CBT) with other psychological therapies, such as motivational
enhancement therapy, a lifestyle training programme, psychopharmacotherapy (such as
antidepressants and anxiolytics), or with electroacupuncture therapy. Poddar and colleagues (2015)
used motivational enhancement therapy together with CBT (METCB). METCBT included various
stages: (i) a contemplation stage (i.e., initial sessions of rapport building including a detailed
interview and case formulation; (ii) a preparation stage (i.e., sessions delivered in an empathetic
atmosphere to emphasise psychoeducation, including managing physiological and emotional arousal
through relaxation techniques, and a cost-benefit analysis of gaming addiction); and (iii) a contract
stage with the patient, a parent, and the therapist (i.e., behaviour modification of gaming, reducing
time spent online and promoting healthy activities). Using METCBT resulted in symptom decrease,
and the young patients improved their school performance (Poddar et al., 2015). Electroacupuncture
was also used as an adjunct to CBT by Zhu and colleagues (2008), and was applied at acupoints Baihui
(GV20), Sishencong (EX-HN1), Hegu (LI4), Neiguan (PC6), Taichong (LR3), and Sanyinjiao (SP6), and
retained for 30 minutes every other day (Kuss & Lopez-Fernandez, 2016).
Taken together, therapy that combined different approaches was beneficial for all groups
because Internet addiction symptomatology decreased at all measurement time points. For instance,
applying electroacupuncture in combination with a psychological treatment enhanced treatment
outcomes for Internet addiction above CBT alone, providing evidence for the effectiveness of this
approach. In addition to this, psychopharmacological therapy is not always as efficacious for cooccurring conditions, such as major depressive disorder, relative to its effectiveness for Internet and
gaming addiction. This is noteworthy because it appears that Internet addiction commonly co-occurs
with other psychological disorders.
This review also indicated that psychopharmacotherapy added to psychological treatment
may not always be beneficial in alleviating problems of comorbidity (such as depressive symptoms
which often accompany Internet and gaming addiction), and therefore the appropriate treatment
should be chosen based on the individual client’s needs (Kuss & Lopez-Fernandez, 2016).
Griffiths, M. D., Kuss, D. J., and Pontes, H. M.
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A recent systematic review (Pontes & Griffiths, 2015c) of 17 empirical studies that analysed
the types of cognitions and cognitive-related impairments associated with IGD found that cognitive
impairments were more frequently reported by most studies than the general cognitions associated
with IGD. More specifically, the set of cognitive-related variables associated with IGD were the
following: deficient self-regulation; preference for a virtual life; cognitive bias; impaired cognitive
control ability; cognitive deficits; poor cognitive error processing; decision-making deficits;
maladaptive cognitions; and cognitive distortions. Given the prominence of the cognitive-related
variables in IGD, Pontes and Griffiths (2015c) noted that the cognitive-behavioural therapy approach
could benefit from taking into account the different sets of cognitions present in disordered gamers.
Early intervention approaches by Young (1999) proposed strategies for treatment of online
addiction (including gaming), including: (i) practicing the opposite (i.e., identifying patients’ patterns
of gaming use and then helping them disrupt their normal routine of gaming usage and re-adapting
new time patterns of use to break the online gaming habits), (ii) using external stoppers (i.e., real
events or activities that prompt addicts to disconnect from the their gaming), (iii) setting goals with
regard to the amount of time spent gaming online, (iv) using reminder cards that serve as cues to
remind addicts of the costs of excessive gaming and benefits of breaking free from it, (vi) developing
a personal inventory of activities the addicts can engage in instead of engaging in excessive gaming,
(vi) entering a support group to compensate for the lack of social support (if applicable), and (vii)
engaging in family therapy to address relational problems between addicts and their family. Although
the cognitive-behavioural therapy model for treating IGD appears to be effective, there do not
appear to be significant differences between CBT and other psychological treatments that treat IGD
(Winkler et al., 2013). For this reason, other treatment approaches might be useful to treat this
condition, such as multi-family group therapy (Liu, et al., 2015).
A systematic review of online addiction treatment studies using the Consolidating Standards
of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines by King et al. (2011) noted that almost all of them had
severe methodological problems and several key limitations. The review found that there was a lack
of adequate controls or other comparison groups; randomization and blinding techniques;
information concerning recruitment dates, sample characteristics, and treatment effect sizes.
For assessing clients with IGD (but not necessarily intending to diagnose), King, Delfabbro
and Griffiths (2012) noted that clinicians could use Beard’s (2005) assessment protocol (which was
designed for Internet-related problems but can be used for IGD). The protocol (see Table 1) was
originally designed to be used as a structured clinical interview, but may be of practical utility for
clinicians. The screening protocol may be particularly useful in cases where the clinician is aware of
concurrent issues of IGD, but is unsure of its relevance to the overall clinical conceptualization (King,
Delfabbro & Griffiths, 2012). The clinical assessment tool (C-VAT 2.0) developed by van Rooij, et al.
(2015) has been developed using a clinical sample of 32 Dutch adolescents (aged 13-23 years) and
may be a potentially useful tool to be used by clinicians and practitioners in the future since it is
based on the DSM-5 framework. However, more robust testing and cross-cultural studies supporting
the initial findings is warranted before definite conclusions can be made regarding the general
validity of this tool. Finally, a recent study (Ko, et al., 2014) has found that using the nine IGD criteria
as in the DSM-5 (i.e., endorsement of five or more out of the nine criteria) may be also a valid
procedure for clinical diagnosis of IGD.
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Table 1
Clinical Interview Screening Questions for the Assessment of Problematic Video Game Use
Area of assessment

Screening questions

Presenting problem

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When did you begin to notice problems with your gaming?
How long have you been gaming?
How much time do you spend on gaming each day? Week? Month?
What was going on in your life when you began gaming?
What was going on in your life when you began to have difficulties with your
gaming?

Biological areas

1.

Are you experiencing or previously experienced any health concerns? If so,
please describe.
How have these health concerns been impacted by your gaming?
What treatment you have received for these health concerns?
Does your gaming interfere with your sleep/meal schedule?
What exercise patterns do you engage in?
What drugs and/or medications do you take? How much? How often? In the
past?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Psychological areas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What types of gaming do you engage in?
What do you like/dislike about gaming?
How do you feel before, during, and after gaming?
What are your thoughts before, during, and after gaming?
Have you ever used gaming to help improve your mood or change your
thoughts?
In what places at home or elsewhere do you usually engage in gaming
Have you ever felt anxious, depressed or isolated when not gaming?

Social areas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Has your gaming caused concerns with your family?
Has your gaming caused concerns with your significant other?
Has gaming caused concerns with your social activities and friendships?
Has gaming interfered with your performance at school or work?
What are your social/leisure/hobby activities?

Relapse prevention
areas

1.
2.
3.
4.

Do you believe that you have a problem with your level of gaming?
What do you see as the benefits and costs of continued gaming?
What is your level of commitment to change your current gaming patterns?
What plans have you implemented in the past to deal with your level of
gaming?
Have these plans worked?

5.

Adapted from Beard (2005) and King, Delfabbro and Griffiths (2012)

Concluding Comments
According to Petry and O’Brien (2013), IGD will not be included as a separate mental disorder
in future editions of the DSM until the (i) defining features of IGD have been identified, (ii) reliability
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and validity of specific IGD criteria have been obtained cross-culturally, (iii) prevalence rates have
been determined in representative epidemiological samples across the world, and (iv) aetiology and
associated biological features have been evaluated.
At present, standardised and comprehensive methods of diagnosis are lacking. As noted
above, almost all IGD treatment studies have methodological shortcomings and none have assessed
long-term efficacy of the interventions. To determine post-treatment outcomes, diagnostic
assessment should include gaming frequency, IGD symptoms (e.g., tolerance, withdrawal, relapse,
etc.), functioning at work, school or college, participation in leisure time activities and hobbies, and
quality of interpersonal relationships (Király, Griffiths & Demetrovics, 2015). Additionally, factors
that prevent relapse should also be investigated. Previous research (Kuss & Griffiths, 2015) has also
investigated perceptions and experiences of psychotherapists who are treating individuals presenting
with the problem of Internet and gaming addiction, yielding relevant results with regards to
diagnosis, problem experience, and risk factors. This research should be extended by specifically
addressing issues of relapse risk and prevention from the perspective of both the clients seeking help
as well as the trained experts providing it.
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